Explore the Career of Your Dreams

Berkeley College Summer Workshop Series

Join us for two days of hands-on and behind-the-scenes experiences.
BUSINESS

Knowing what it takes to make a business successful and prosperous is part of what this workshop provides. Speaking with executives, managers, various department heads and workers, supplies valuable insight into this huge and diverse industry. Discussions on teamwork, leadership qualities, and necessary skills are reviewed.

July 17-18, 2019

FASHION

From buying to merchandising, this workshop will give you an overview of the many careers in the fascinating business of fashion. Learn from industry-trained faculty, guest speakers, and visits to leading fashion companies.

July 17-18, 2019

GRAPHIC DESIGN

Explore how graphic designers use various methods to construct and combine words, symbols, and images to create a visual message. An on-site visit with graphic design professionals is a great opportunity for you to get a personal overview of this exciting career.

July 10-11, 2019
(Offered in NJ only)
exciting workshops for only $50.

HEALTHCARE

During on-site visits and hands-on demonstrations provided by professionals and instructors, students will learn some of the training and skills needed to be successful in different areas of the allied healthcare industry, one of today’s most in-demand careers.

July 10-11, 2019  
(Offered in NJ only)

INTERIOR DESIGN

Highlights of this workshop include a hands-on design project and field trips to design showrooms. Experienced interior design professionals will discuss design fundamentals, daily operations, and a wide range of career opportunities.

July 17-18, 2019  
(Offered in NJ only)

LEGAL / JUSTICE STUDIES

Join us in investigating careers in criminal justice and legal studies. If you have a desire to combat crime and a passion for justice, this workshop will give you an opportunity to learn from accomplished instructors, prominent guest speakers, and get a behind-the-scenes look at a variety of facilities.

July 10-11, 2019  
(Due to the nature of the site visits, students need to be 16 years of age by July 1, 2019.)
“I enjoyed the visit to Anne Klein. The workshop helped me learn more about color and the cost of different fabrics.”  Dominique B.

“I learned about the displays, floor plans, visuals, and colors used in the fashion merchandising field.”  Tatiana B.

“This workshop was amazing! I learned about the numerous career options in the healthcare industry.”  Preya P.

“The most enjoyable part for me was visiting University Hospital. I also liked learning about how blood is drawn.”  Alecia A.

“Traveling to different companies and learning about what jobs are available in the graphic design field was very beneficial.”  Tiffany I.

“The part of the workshop I found most enjoyable was visiting the Ralph Lauren mansion and the Sneaker Exhibit in Brooklyn.”  James C.

“This workshop has opened my eyes to the various opportunities in the criminal justice field.”  India W.

“The most enjoyable workshop for me was the trip to Garden State Mall, Tiffany and Co., and the Newark CEDC.”  Shaniyah J.

“The part of the workshop that I found most enjoyable was visiting the prison and watching the SWAT team and K-9 unit.”  Amber G.

Workshop activities may vary. Companies mentioned are not affiliated with Berkeley College, and no endorsement of the college is implied.

Space is limited. Don’t miss this great opportunity. Register now!

FOR MORE INFORMATION, call 800-446-5400 ext. FFW
OR VISIT BerkeleyCollege.edu/SummerWorkshop

Find us @BerkeleyCollege • #BerkeleyCollege
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